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2RACE
From mermaids to rockets, 2Race is a virtual
collaborative racing maths game which has a
variety of exciting themes. It is designed to make
learning number fun whilst at the same time
helping to firmly secure knowledge and improve
mental arithmetic. All areas of number are
covered for KS1 & 2.

We have included a selection of our premade 2Race games for you to try with your
pupils. Purple Mash subscribers get full access
to over 100 premade 2Race games and the
collaborative functionality. Pupils’ responses to
questions are automatically recorded to allow for
comprehensive diagnostic data.

Teachers and pupils can play collaborative live
racing challenges or alternatively, pupils can play
pre-made games against virtual players.

Addition up to 10 (KS1)

https://www.purplemash.com/app/games/wtr_ADDITION_10_mixed

One Less, One More – Up to 21 (KS1)

https://www.purplemash.com/app/games/wtr_ONELESSONEMORE_21

Number bonds to 100 (KS1)

https://www.purplemash.com/app/games/wtr_BONDS_100

Addition and subtraction up to 1000 (KS2)

https://www.purplemash.com/app/games/wtr_ADDSUB_1000

Times tables – Mixture (KS2)

https://www.purplemash.com/app/games/wtr_TIMESTABLES_MIXTURE

Comparing numbers – Up to 100,000 (KS2)

https://www.purplemash.com/app/games/wtr_COMPARE_100000
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FRACTONIO’S PIZZERIA
From simple fractions, to relating to
representations to percentages, Fractonio’s
Pizzeria help pupils develop their knowledge
of fractions through a fun and contextualised
approach. Pupils are presented with pictorial

and abstract relationships throughout each task
and encouraged to succeed in order to unlock
extra pizza toppings. Fractonio’s Pizzeria is the
perfect accompaniment to whole class and focus
group teaching.

Fractonio’s Pizzeria KS1 and KS2

https://www.purplemash.com/app/games/mg2/pizza
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SEQUENCE SNAKE
Sequence snake lets pupils apply knowledge of
number facts and sharpen their mental arithmetic
in a challenging yet fun game. Pupils must
strategically feed Sequence Snake by guiding him
to the next correct number.

With every correct number eaten, sequence
snake grows by that amount. This game is great
as an extension to learning in class, additional
practice or even a maths starter.

Sequence Snake KS2

https://www.purplemash.com/app/games/seqsnake
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MONSTER MULTIPLICATION
Monster Multiplication, an enjoyable and
interactive game, designed to help pupils
practise their multiplication tables in a fun way!
Pupils can watch their own monster egg evolve
into a mature monster by unlocking various

achievements. The more fruit the monster eats
from the achievements, the faster they grow!
Monster Multiplication cleverly adapts to pupils’
performance, making it ideal for pupils across the
primary age range.

Monster Multiplication KS2

https://www.purplemash.com/app/games/timestables_adaptive
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DIVIDERS
Get pupils fully engaged with factors using this
space invaders themed game. Dividers challenges
pupils to fire the correct factors from a calculator
at sets of numbers. The aim is for all numbers
to be divided by factors before the reach the
calculator. As the game progresses so does the

challenge. Pupils can select the level of challenge
appropriate for them, furthermore, teachers can
fully customise this game for individual pupil
needs. This is the perfect tool for engaging maths
starters or additional practice of factors outside
the maths lesson.

Dividers KS1

https://www.purplemash.com/app/games/dividers
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2Simple has been making powerful and creative educational software for primary
schools for 20 years during which time we have won dozens of industry awards.
Our head office is in the UK but 2Simple tools are used in classrooms around the
world.

One of our most popular products - Purple Mash is an educational, creative and
inspiring website for children aged 3 to 11, currently used by around 2 million
learners across 74 countries. It is a multi-platform online system covering the entire
curriculum, packed with games and resources, delivering an engaging experience
for children and valuable support for busy teachers.
You can find out more about Purple Mash and our other products and tools to
support teachers at:

2simple.com
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